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Abstract. The article is based on the results of the
research defence project called Network Enabled
Capability Knowledge Management in the Army of the
Czech Republic - MENTAL. It presents the experience of
the implementation of ontology and knowledge base
development in the technological environment of ATOM2.
The article provides examples of the impact of technology
on the ontology structure and the function of the knowledge
system. The solution of users’ administration and the
creation of the Community of Interest are introduced. The
overview of the knowledge portal MENTAL is also
included.
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1. Introduction
The research defence project of the “Network Enabled
Capability (NEC) Knowledge Management (KM) in the
Army of the Czech Republic (ACR) – MENTAL” [1] and
the development of the Knowledge Management System
(KMS) is described in the paper and summarized the
experience of developing and implementing ontology and
knowledge base in the ATOM2 (Aion Topic Map Engine)
technology environment [2].
The first section describes the experience from the
implementation of the ontology in the ATOM2
environment, focusing on the changes in the general
ontology design caused by technology. Furthermore, some
experience has been presented to describe how the
knowledge base design has retroactive influence on the
ontology scheme. Below, you can find examples of
resolving the KMS functions in MENTAL such as users
administration and the formation of Community of Interest
(COI) and, in conclusion, the knowledge portal MENTAL
is introduced.

2. Knowledge Base Development
Creating the knowledge base in the ATOM2
environment includes two major areas of activities. First,
ontology is implemented, and then the data are added; to be
more specific - occurrence of classes, characteristics and
relationships. Inserting the ontology to the ATOM2
environment is a simple, formal activity. Only the sequence
of entries from the characteristics of classes to relations is
significant. The initial proposal of the ontology was based
on the knowledge of the domain area without a solid
reflection on the possibilities of the ATOM2 software. This
is due to the fact that the software is still evolving, that our
initial knowledge was based on early versions, which
contained only basic functions.
Relationships between the classes were only binary in
the proposed ontology, hierarchical objects should have
been stored recursively in one class, and ATOM2 specific
structures have not been considered. Only when entering
data (pieces of knowledge) to the knowledge base, some
shortcomings of the initial ontology design gradually began
to reveal. Then it was reviewed progressively, which
responded to the findings and necessary adjustments.

Fig. 1. Scheme of hierarchy in Document and in ontology

The original idea that the hierarchy of objects like
Document, sections of the document and the content of the
document; (3-level hierarchy) or the Organization and the
element of the organization (2-level hierarchy) will be
stored as one single class, proved to be confusing and had
to be replaced by a more suitable hierarchy Document,
Document section and Document content, respectively
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Organization and Part of organization. Whereas, only the
Document section and the Part of organization are
developed recursively to allow us to embed the hierarchy of
any depth, using associations Document structuring and
Section structuring, see Figure 1 and Figure 2; respectively
association Organization Structuring.
The individual pieces of information are connected
together to make a knowledge base. The ontology contains
about 35 different association types. Unlike in data
modelling, the associations are named and can be reused in
more than one situation. The original design of ontology
considered only binary relationships, the vision to exploit
the possibilities of multiple relationships between classes
was missing. Only while storing the data, it appeared, how
elegant solution this option provided.

Fig. 2. Data hierarchy in knowledge base – Document

For example the association document author is an
association that can be applied between Document and
Person, Document and Organization, and also between
classes Document and Part of organization. The
association document author has a real context of being an
author of a document.

Fig. 3. Example of n-nary relation in ontology definition

Document content: NEC ACR Report 2009 - Personnel

The approach is applied through the knowledge base
in many situations; it means the knowledge base contains
about 100 associations’ definitions of a limited number of
association types, as was already mentioned about 35.
In another example, the relationship creating event
shows that an event generates a process, project or a stage;
or the relationship Project Associate (document designer)
enables to select a co-worker in Organization or a Part of
organization. Multiple relationships (association) text
reference indicates that the Document, or Document
content or Document section contains a reference to a
person, organization or its parts, process, project,
document, armament and equipment, capability, and
system, see Figure 3, 4.

project
organization
document
be referencing in text

Fig. 4. Example of n-nary relation in knowledge base
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1/First Column. The user’s role in access to ATOM2 may
be assigned from Table 1/Second Column.

Fig. 5. Group Tree – Role

Fig. 6.

Group Tree - NEC theme

The ATOM2 environment includes also other
constructs, whose utilization was not explicitly apparent in
the initial ontology design. For example, the Group Tree
Structure indicates a classifier, or classes through a list of
values. When entering data into the knowledge base, we
select only valid elements from the Group Tree (such as the
role in MENTAL) or, conversely, assign the appropriate
characteristics (such as NEC theme), see Figure 5 and 6.

3. Users administration and COI
formation
Users’ administration and Communities of Interest
(CoI) formation is one of KMS MENTAL principal
functions. Consideration about how to provide the function,
initially, led the KMS researchers to the notion that it will
be a part of the design, development and implementation of
the Knowledge Portal, i.e. the software layer above the
knowledge base.

The roles allow the user, according to the permission
settings to work with the ontology scheme, to insert data or
just browse the knowledge base. The permission scope is
set in the table, see Figure 7. It is essential in the users
administration to unify the approach at the ontology level
with that in the users administration in ATOM2. The
creation of groups of interest is an important requirement of
the NEC cooperation. It allows smooth transfer and sharing
of knowledge in accordance with the principles of
knowledge organization and, therefore, it focuses on
achieving knowledge superiority over an adversary. It must
support the association of specialists involved in various
areas of the NEC development. This capability is provided
by the ontology level, where the user in the Person class
accesses the Area of interest in NEC.
The Areas of interest are filled with data during
creating the knowledge base and are organized into groups.
Linking the areas of interest to the users is provided
through relationships, while the group of users of an area of
interest is created automatically, see Figure 8. And it is
carried out in contradiction to the initial consideration of
the COI implementation which presupposes that the user
must be first addressed and then the communications within
the COI shall be provided, using independent collaborative
software.

Tab. 1. Roles in MENTAL and ATOM

Role in MENTAL
Guest
User
Knowledge Engineer - Domain
Knowledge Engineer - System
Administrator
Sponsor

Access Role in ATOM2
Administrator
Architect
Manager
Editor
Reader
Visitor
Anonymous
Fig. 8. CoI in ATOM2 environment and CoI ICT

4. Knowledge portal

Fig. 7. Role administration in ATOM2

But in the course of the project we were pleasantly
surprised by the possibilities of the ATOM2 software, as
well as the implications of sophisticated design of ontology
with the results of filling the KMS MENTAL knowledge
base. The users’ administration is ensured on the ontology
level, where in the class Person the user’s role in the
MENTAL system is set through the choice from Table

Knowledge portal is an interface to knowledge base
for end users. It provides views for topics, search
capabilities and personalization. The two main types of
components (Figure 9) are used for the portal construction;
built-in components of the current software tools and
custom components. The customs components are
developed based on specific requirements. The custom part
includes functionality that is not provided by the supporting
tool; it includes personalization, communities of interest
support, bookmarking ability and history for person,
community, and document.
The portal itself consists of the following page types:
portal’s homepage, community of interests’ homepages,
persons’ homepage, pages for individual topics, and
advanced search page (with faceset search abilities). The
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following images show the current stage of the knowledge
system development based on the taxonomy and the
ontology.
Knowledge portal

Built in
components

Custom
components

Knowledge
base

Fig. 9. Knowledge portal components

The first example (Figure 10) displays a personalized
page for the currently logged in user. User can add/remove
panels of her interest (favourite, open and edit history,
calendar, etc.) on a special page (Add Panels).

Fig.12. Advanced search page (filter applied)

5. Conclusion
This paper aims to summarize and offer experience,
knowledge, ideas and recommendations for knowledge
applications development in the ATOM2 environment.
The article presents the results of the KMS MENTAL
project. The importance and usefulness of the knowledge
base in the management of NEC in the ACR is yet to be
tested in practice. The results of the KMS MENTAL
development confirm the appropriateness of the ATOM2
software for creating and managing the NEC knowledge
base, created by processing the documentation available in
the domain of interest.

Fig. 10. Personalized home page

The second example (Figures, 11 and 12) shows the
advanced search page usage. After the keyword is entered,
the list of relevant topics is displayed (A) and also the list
of relevant filters available for the selected result set (B) is
provided. The filters are based on ontology classes and
attribute values of the selected topics.
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Fig. 11. Advanced search page

The result can be filtered based on provided values. In
the example below, the class Document from the ontology
is selected. The list of results is updated.

